Indian Summer (New York Review Books Classics)

One of the most charming and memorable
romantic comedies in American literature,
William Dean Howellss Indian Summer
tells of a season in the life of Theodore
Colville. Colville, just turned forty, has
spent years as a successful midwestern
newspaper publisher. Now he sells his
business and heads for Italy, where as a
young man he had dreamed of a career as
an architect and fallen hopelessly in love.
In Florence, Colville runs into Lina Bowen,
sometime best friend of the woman who
jilted him and the vivacious survivor of an
unhappy marriage. He also meets her
young visitor, twenty-year-old Imogene
Grahamlovely, earnest to a fault, and
brimming with the excitement of her first
encounter with the great world.The drama
that plays out among these three gifted and
well-meaning people against the backdrop
of Florence, the brilliance of their repartee,
and the accumulating burden of their
mutual misunderstandings make for a
comedy of errors that is as winning as it is
wise.

Indian Summer has 258 ratings and 39 reviews. Janet said: There are books that stand the test of time. Published
September 30th 2004 by NYRB Classics.NYRB Classics The Neglected Books Page. NYRB Classics Begun in 1999,
this series from the publishing arm of the New York Review of Books is certainly The Autobiography of an Unknown
Indian is an astonishing work of self-discovery and Additional Book Information. Series: NYRB ClassicsDear Illusion:
Collected Stories (New York Review Books Classics) by Kingsley Amis The Death of Indian Summer by William
Dean Howells The InventionIndian Summer. +. Stoner (New York Review Books Classics). Total price: $21.00. Add
both to Cart Add both to List. One of these items ships sooner than the NYRB Classics are now available through our
subscription book club Australian, Canadian & Indian Literature. 22 . INDIAN SUMMER. Indian Summer is the
culmination of Howellss transatlantic, Massachusetts, debating literature and confessing their ambitions as they
walkedIndian summer is a period of unseasonably warm, dry weather that sometimes occurs in spring In literature and
history, the term is sometimes used metaphorically. The title of Van Wyck Brooks New England: Indian Summer (1940)
suggests an In former times such a period was associated with the autumn feast days ofA lesserknown entry in the
AmericansinEurope genre, the school of novels ruled by Edith Wharton and Henry James, William Dean Howells
comedy of manners, Indian Summer, is as sublime as they comeIndian Summer is not, however, a tragic novel. Largely
self-taught : Indian Summer (9780820402239): Wendell Frye: Books. Rock Crystal (New York Review Books
Classics) Paperback. Adalbert Stifter 4.1 out ofNYRB Classics The Neglected Books Page. NYRB Classics Begun in
1999, this series from the publishing arm of the New York Review of Books is certainlyIndian Summer. +. Stoner (New
York Review Books Classics). Total price: $13.23. Add both to Cart Add both to List. These items are shipped from and
sold byOne of the most charming and memorable romantic comedies in American literature, William Dean Howellss
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Indian Summer tells of a season in the life ofWe are excited to announce that Paul Eprile, translator of the NYRB
Classics edition of Jean Gionos Melville: A Novel, has been named one of the winners ofWilliam Dean Howells
(18371920), the author of thirty-six novels, twelve books his best-known novels are The Rise of Silas Lapham (1885),
Indian SummerWe are excited to announce that Paul Eprile, translator of the NYRB Classics edition of Jean Gionos
Melville: A Novel, has been named one of the winners of
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